
REIMS - 31 March 

Race 1 

1. HASLEY DU CHERISAY - 2L scorer in this grade three runs back prior to a DQ behind the mobile at 

Le Croise-Laroche. Could bounce back without shoes. 

2. HURIELLE - Dual walk up winner from four starts including in this company at Le Croise-Laroche last 

December. Go well. 

3. HALLOWEEN - Down the field behind the mobile on reappearance last Saturday. Could improve 

back in this discipline second up. 

4. HYDRA - Breakthrough victory in this class on reappearance eleven days back. One to note. 

5. HOPE AND GLORY - Scored in a stronger walk up prior to three DQs. Has ability but others more 

reliable. 

6. HELLO DARLING - Fifteen race maiden who needs to find more. Runs without front shoes. 

7. HOPE DE PEISELS - Dual winner in this class prior to a decent third second up here. Top chance 

without shoes. 

8. HEULANDE MONTAVAL - Dual walk up winner in this grade and could improve second up after a 

DQ here. Thereabouts. 

9. HIRONDELLE D'AVEZE - Improved 1L runner up in this standard at Mauquenchy 28 days ago. Place 

option. 

10. HOLGA LAND - DQ when strong in the market third up at Graignes just under two weeks ago. 

Consider. 

Summary 

HOPE DE PEISELS (7) looks poised to go well as a dual winner in this class prior to a decent third at 

this venue. Notable runner. HURIELLE (2) is another who secured two successes to date including 

latest in this grade. Key player. HASLEY DU CHERISAY (1) warrants thought. Can be forgiven a DQ 

behind the mobile and is capable of challenging with a return to this discipline. HYDRA (4) scored a 

breakthrough victory among this company on reappearance. Consider. 

Selections 

HOPE DE PEISELS (7) - HURIELLE (2) - HASLEY DU CHERISAY (1) - HYDRA (4)  



Race 2 

1. HERCULE GRAMMONT - Three places from seven starts. Others preferred. 

2. HE BILIBILI - Two DQs prior to down the field run in this grade third up. Others have 

stronger claims. 

3. HYTHO D'ALCI - Solid 2L fifth in a stronger walk up here prior to a eighth on debut 

behind the mobile at Cabourg in December. Capable. 

4. HOLDEM POKER - Down the field in two stronger walk ups prior to a poor auto start 

effort. Hard to enthuse. 

5. HAPPY ATOUT - Four consecutive placings including in this company three outings 

back. Notable runner. 

6. HARLEY DE QUARO - Infrequent winner who DQ in a higher class course walk up 

ten days ago. Not discounted. 

7. HEROS DU BOSQ - Improved 1L third in this company at Lisieux eleven days ago. 

Others more reliable. 

8. HOUSTON DE ZIETTE - Four placings from ten starts including twice in stronger 

company prior a DQ ten days ago. Consider without shoes. 

9. HANDSOME DREAM - 3L scorer in a better walk up last campaign but mixed form 

subsequently. Has ability. 

10. HARPAGOS RULES - 1L Vittel walk up winner in this class four runs back and 

eighth in a higher grade Angers event in October. Folly to dismiss. 

Summary 

HAPPY ATOUT (5) arrives in top form with four consecutive placings including at this 

level three runs back. Strong run anticipated. HARPAGOS RULES (10) delivered a 1L 

Vittel walk up success in this grade four starts ago. Latest eighth was a decent effort 

upped in grade and warrants thought. HARLEY DE QUARO (6) is an infrequent winner 

however may challenge for a place on best form. HOUSTON DE ZIETTE (8) often finds 

the frame and is considered without shoes. 

Selections 

HAPPY ATOUT (5) - HARPAGOS RULES (10) - HARLEY DE QUARO (6) - 

HOUSTON DE ZIETTE (8)  



Race 3 

1. GOLDEN EYE WILLIAM - Yet to score in ten outings with two midfield efforts in weaker races since 

resuming. Others preferred. 

2. GOHAKI - 5L fourth in an easier track and trip walk up on reappearance ten days ago. May improve. 

3. GENTILOVE JOB - One win from 29 starts to date with a sixth behind the mobile in a weaker class 

second up. Minor role likely. 

4. GAMELY - 3L seventh in an Enghien claiming walk up eight days ago. More on plate now racing 

barefoot. 

5. GENIE DU PIN - Consistent performer this term with deserved success over this track and trip ten 

days ago. Could take this class rise with ease running barefoot. 

6. GAMIN DU LERRE - 1L Angers walk up success in this grade prior to a midfield Vincennes effort last 

month. In the mix without shoes. 

7. GALA D'URFIST - Needs to bounce back from two DQs in a walk up and mobile events. Not 

discounted as unbeaten at this course and distance. 

8. GIRL DU RIL - Five time walk up winner including 5L success at Argentan in this company on 

penultimate start. Consider. 

9. GIRL PETTEVINIERE - Good third in this grade prior to a midfield Caen effort behind the mobile nine 

days ago. Can bounce back without shoes. 

10. GENERAL MITCHELL - 10L ninth in a better walk up on reappearance five days ago. May improve 

eased in class second up. 

11. GOLDILOCKS - Held seventh in a Le Croise-Laroche mobile event in this class first up. May 

progress returning to this discipline. 

12. GIN FIZZ D'UN SOIR - Two fine seconds in easier walk ups but may find this tougher up in grade. 

Place option without shoes. 

13. GLOBAL EMPIRE - Eighth in a similar walk up prior to improved winner behind the mobile. Could 

find a placing with confidence up. 

Summary 

GENIE DU PIN (5) arrives in the form of his life. Secured a deserved course and distance success in 

an easier walk up and is entitled to go close. GAMIN DU LERRE (6) produced a 1L Angers walk up 

triumph at this level before a midfield effort. Warrants thought. GIRL DU RIL (8) is one to note as a five 

time walk up winner including a 5L Argentan victory on penultimate attempt. GALA D'URFIST (7) can 

bounce back from a brace of DQ. Folly to dismiss as unbeaten over this track and trip. 

Selections 

GENIE DU PIN (5) - GAMIN DU LERRE (6) - GIRL DU RIL (8) - GALA D'URFIST (7)  



Race 4 

1. EPSILON JIEL - 5L sixth in a stronger walk up here second up. Respected as a dual course winner 

eased in grade without shoes. 

2. EURASIA JIEL - In fine mounted form last campaign but prepared to overlook after a lengthy absence 

in a walk up. 

3. ELOANNE - Fourth in a weaker Lisieux auto start on reappearance. May improve second up in this 

discipline without shoes. 

4. EXPERT D'ERPION - Held eleventh in a better walk up prior to a seventh behind the mobile at 

Enghien. Others preferred. 

5. EROS DE JOUDES - Winning machine with nine victories from 24 walk ups including in a stronger 

event three runs back. Key player racing barefoot. 

6. DINGUE DE TOI - 5L fourth in a higher grade Enghien walk up on reappearance just under two weeks 

ago. In the mix. 

7. ELDER SHADOW - Won previous two walk ups in this standard. One to note without shoes. 

8. ELMER DU BELVER - Impressive 6L scorer in a weaker Lisieux walk up eleven days ago. Consider 

up in class racing barefoot. 

9. ELODY DE PERVENCHE - Good second in this grade prior to a midfield in mounted company and a 

mobile event. Each way angle. 

10. ECAILLEUR - Improved 2L sixth in a Vincennes auto start a month ago. Running barefoot. 

11. EGINE PRECIEUSE - DQ in a higher class Cholet walk up on reappearance. Not discounted down 

in grade without shoes. 

12. EXCELLENTISSIME - 4L fourth in this company over this track and trip 21 days ago. Place option. 

13. DIWI D'OCCAGNES - Won and DQ in previous two attempts in this company. Others more reliable 

but has ability. 

14. DIXIE MADRIK - Winner and fourth in two stronger walk ups prior to a mobile runner up effort and 

DQ on Sunday. Frame contender with no shoes. 

Summary 

A host of chances in this wide-open contest. EROS DE JOUDES (5) boasts an impressive record of 

nine victories tackling this discipline from twenty four attempts. Triumphed in a stronger event three runs 

back and was a fine third on reappearance. Key player racing barefoot. ELDER SHADOW (7) scored 

on previous two walk ups of this nature. In the mix. ELMER DU BELVER (8) is among the leading 

players after an impressive 6L success in a weaker walk up. Consider up in standard. EGINE 

PRECIEUSE (11) cannot be ruled out easing in class. 

Selections 

EROS DE JOUDES (5) - ELDER SHADOW (7) - ELMER DU BELVER (8) - EGINE PRECIEUSE (11)  



Race 5 

1. CRACK ATOUT - Improved 1L runner up in this company over this track and trip ten days ago. Each 

way chance. 

2. DIAMANT DU NIL - 6L fourth in a track and trip walk up of this nature on reappearance a month ago. 

Should strip fitter. 

3. CALL JACK - 1L scorer in better company prior to fair fifth here subsequently. Key player without 

shoes. 

4. EMBLEME ORANGE - 2L third in a stronger Laval walk up on reappearance three weeks back. 

Consider second up. 

5. ECHO JIEL - Two wins from six course starts and good Amiens scorer in this class three runs back. 

Contender. 

6. BRAKO JIEL - Five time track and trip winner so worth forgiving recent two below par efforts. Could 

bounce back without shoes. 

7. CRYSTAL WIC - Unplaced in five course starts. Hard to enthuse. 

8. DUC DE LA MORTRIE - Good 1L success in first track and trip attempt ten days ago. One to note 

running barefoot. 

9. DEVIL OR ANGEL - Poor recent runs in mounted and mobile events but a decent fourth when last 

seen in a walk up. Not discounted. 

10. CYRUS DE CAYOLA - Improved 2L fourth in a weaker Cherbourg walk up on reappearance ten 

days ago. More needed up in class. 

11. ECLAT DES NOIX - Improved 1L third in a similar Saint Galmier walk up five days previously. Place 

option. 

12. CAID DORE - DQ in a claiming walk up eleven days ago at Maure De Bretagne. Minor role likely. 

13. ERASME WILLIAMS - Reached the frame in a similar Laval walk up a fortnight ago. Include. 

Summary 

CALL JACK (3) produced a 1L success in a stronger walk up prior to finishing fifth here subsequently. 

Key player racing barefoot. EMBLEME ORANGE (4) rates among the leading hopes following a 2L third 

in a higher level Laval walk up on reappearance. Consider second up. ECHO JIEL (5) looks one to note 

scoring twice from six course outings so far. Contender. CRACK ATOUT (1) reached the frame on 

previous two efforts. One to keep on side. DUC DE LA MORTRIE (8) scored by 1L in a first track and 

trip attempt ten days ago. Holds claims running barefoot. 

Selections 

CALL JACK (3) - EMBLEME ORANGE (4) - ECHO JIEL (5) - CRACK ATOUT (1) - DUC DE LA 

MORTRIE (8)  



Race 6 

1. FRANGINE A COUCOU - DQ on sole mounted start. Could improve after a fair 

Strasbourg walk up fourth three weeks ago.  

2. FAN DE DELIS - Infrequent winner who is best watched on mounted debut after a 

lengthy absence. 

3. FETICHE VRIE - Beaten a long way in a similar mounted contest 185 days ago. 

Limited appeal. 

4. FASCINANT - One placing from eight mounted starts. Others readily preferred. 

5. FELICITA MARIE - Three places from six mounted events. Could improve second 

up after an encouraging run at Le Croise-Laroche. 

6. FLIRTINI - Dual mounted winner including a win in this class on penultimate outing 

at Le Croise-Laroche. Key player. 

7. GAMBIT GIBUS - Mixed mounted form but could bounce back from a DQ nine days 

ago with good form at this level. 

8. GAZELLE SENOVILLE - Unplaced in eight mounted starts. Ignored. 

9. FINE DU COLOMBIER - Five placings from nine mounted events. Something to 

prove after DQ in a weak race three days ago.  

10. ZEBRINA FONT - DQ on sole mounted outing. Prepared to watch. 

Summary 

FLIRTINI (6) maintains an excellent chance to win a third mounted event. Scored in 

this standard on penultimate outing. Top chance. GAMBIT GIBUS (7) holds mixed form 

in this discipline. May bounce back after a DQ. In the mix. FELICITA MARIE (5) 

managed a good display on reappearance. Can build on that encouraging effort having 

placed three times from six attempts in this discipline. FRANGINE A COUCOU (1) 

might improve on second mounted run after finding form in a recent walk up. 

Selections 

FLIRTINI (6) - GAMBIT GIBUS (7) - FELICITA MARIE (5) - FRANGINE A COUCOU 

(1)  



Race 7 

1. IGOR D'URZY - Fair fourth on debut at Cholet eleven days ago. Open to progress. 

2. ITEM BUISSONAY - Held sixth in this company on fifth outing. Vulnerable to 

improvers. 

3. IGLOO DE L'ARZ - Good 3L runner up in a Le Croise-Laroche walk up on first 

career start three weeks back. Player. 

4. IZAC AWAGNE - Improved second in a course walk up prior to a DQ here ten days 

ago. Has ability. 

5. I AM HAPPY - Unplaced in eleven career starts. Opposed. 

6. INCOGNITO - Impressive 8L scorer on debut over this track and trip 31 days ago. 

Top chance to follow up. 

7. IMPULSE LOTOIS - Fourth in a weaker course and distance walk up ten days ago. 

More needed up in class. 

8. INCORRUPTIBLE - 3L success at a country track on debut three weeks back. 

Notable driver booking. 

9. IDEAL DE TOUES - 5L fourth in this company at Caen on third start nine days ago. 

Each way challenger. 

Summary 

INCOGNITO (6) impressed when landing a course and distance event by 8L on debut. 

Open to progress second up. Top chance. INCORRUPTIBLE (8) produced a good 

debut win at a country track and is a contender with a notable driver booking. IGLOO 

DE L'ARZ (3) can build on a promising first career outing at Le Croise-Laroche. In the 

mix. IDEAL DE TOUES (9) delivered three solid runs to date. Each way option. 

Selections 

INCOGNITO (6) - INCORRUPTIBLE (8) - IGLOO DE L'ARZ (3) - IDEAL DE TOUES 

(9)  



Race 8 

1. HER MAJESTY TEGE - DQ late on at Machecoul ten days ago. Open to progress running barefoot. 

Consider if maintaining stride. 

2. HERACLES CLAUDE - Completed for the first time in December here when 28L sixth. Down in grade 

on return racing barefoot. 

3. HAMEAU DE CALENDES - Fair fifth at Amiens before a DQ at La Capelle just over two weeks ago. 

Needs to take a step forward. 

4. HASCANE MAYBE - 25L fifth in this company at Caen nine days ago. Open to improvement on fourth 

career start. May place. 

5. HANA PRINCESSE - Well beaten seventh at Caen nine days ago. Fair fifth at Le Croise-Laroche 

prior. Needs a bit more. 

6. HOME LINE - Good 3L sixth on season return just over two weeks ago at La Capelle. Up in grade. 

Holds claims. 

7. HELENE DE LATZ - Best run to date came on 12th career outing when 1L second in a country track 

handicap ten days ago. Consider if repeating. 

8. HOCCO DARCHE - DQ at a country track on seasonal reappearance ten days back. Needs to 

maintain stride. 

9. HAMOUR DE SISSI - DQ late on at this venue in September in this level. Holds claims after a 193 

day break if at best. 

10. HIP HOP D'EURVAD - Winner at Argentan four runs back before three DQs since including late on 

at Le Croise-Laroche earlier this month. Driver booking worth noting. 

11. HAUTECOMBE ETOILEE - Fair 9L fifth at this course in December two runs back before a ninth at 

Mauquenchy in January. Needs progress. 

12. HARMONY JIEL - Good 1L second at Le Croise-Laroche in this grade before a DQ at Caen nine 

days ago. Shortlisted running barefoot. 

Summary 

HARMONY JIEL (12) produced a good 1L second at Le Croise-Laroche in this grade before a DQ at 

Caen. Shortlist running barefoot. HOME LINE (6) went well on seasonal return when 3L sixth at La 

Capelle. Up in class and holds claims. HASCANE MAYBE (4) indicated ability at Caen when 25L fifth 

among this company. Open to improvement on fourth career start and might place. HER MAJESTY 

TEGE (1) was DQ late at Machecoul. Can progress running barefoot. Consider if maintaining stride. 

Selections 

HARMONY JIEL (12) - HOME LINE (6) - HASCANE MAYBE (4) - HER MAJESTY TEGE (1) 


